In NLP, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have benefited less than recurrent neural networks (RNNs) from attention mechanisms. We hypothesize that this is because the attention in CNNs has been mainly implemented as attentive pooling (i.e., it is applied to pooling) rather than as attentive convolution (i.e., it is integrated into convolution). Convolution is the differentiator of CNNs in that it can powerfully model the higher-level representation of a word by taking into account its local fixed-size context in the input text t x . In this work, we propose an attentive convolution network, ATTCONV. It extends the context scope of the convolution operation, deriving higherlevel features for a word not only from local context, but also from information extracted from nonlocal context by the attention mechanism commonly used in RNNs. This nonlocal context can come (i) from parts of the input text t x that are distant or (ii) from extra (i.e., external) contexts t y . Experiments on sentence modeling with zero-context (sentiment analysis), singlecontext (textual entailment) and multiplecontext (claim verification) demonstrate the effectiveness of ATTCONV in sentence representation learning with the incorporation of context. In particular, attentive convolution outperforms attentive pooling and is a strong competitor to popular attentive RNNs.
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Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) has benefited greatly from the resurgence of deep neural networks (DNNs), thanks to their high performance with less need of engineered features. A DNN typically is composed of a stack of non-linear trans-formation layers, each generating a hidden representation for the input by projecting the output of a preceding layer into a new space. To date, building a single and static representation to express an input across diverse problems is far from satisfactory. Instead, it is preferable that the representation of the input vary in different application scenarios. In response, attention mechanisms (Graves, 2013; Graves et al., 2014) have been proposed to dynamically focus on parts of the input that are expected to be more specific to the problem. They are mostly implemented based on fine-grained alignments between two pieces of objects, each emitting a dynamic soft-selection to the components of the other, so that the selected elements dominate in the output hidden representation. Attention-based DNNs have demonstrated good performance on many tasks.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs; LeCun et al., 1998) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs; Elman, 1990) are two important types of DNNs. Most work on attention has been done for RNNs. Attention-based RNNs typically take three types of inputs to make a decision at the current step: (i) the current input state, (ii) a representation of local context (computed unidirectionally or bidirectionally; Rocktäschel et al. [2016] ), and (iii) the attention-weighted sum of hidden states corresponding to nonlocal context (e.g., the hidden states of the encoder in neural machine translation; Bahdanau et al. [2015] ). An important question, therefore, is whether CNNs can benefit from such an attention mechanism as well, and how. This is our technical motivation.
Our second motivation is natural language understanding. In generic sentence modeling without extra context (Collobert et al., 2011; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Kim, 2014) , CNNs learn sentence representations by composing word representations that are conditioned on a local context window. We believe that attentive convolution is needed Table 1 : Examples of four premises for the hypothesis t x = "A cell wall is not present in animal cells." in SCITAIL data set. Right column (hypothesis's label): "1" means true, "0" otherwise.
for some natural language understanding tasks that are essentially sentence modeling within contexts. Examples: textual entailment (is a hypothesis true given a premise as the single context?; Dagan et al. [2013] ) and claim verification (is a claim correct given extracted evidence snippets from a text corpus as the context?; Thorne et al. [2018] ). Consider the SCITAIL (Khot et al., 2018) textual entailment examples in Table 1 ; here, the input text t x is the hypothesis and each premise is a context text t y . And consider the illustration of claim verification in Figure 1 ; here, the input text t x is the claim and t y can consist of multiple pieces of context. In both cases, we would like the representation of t x to be context-specific. In this work, we propose attentive convolution networks, ATTCONV, to model a sentence (i.e., t x ) either in intra-context (where t y = t x ) or extracontext (where t y = t x and t y can have many pieces) scenarios. In the intra-context case (sentiment analysis, for example), ATTCONV extends the local context window of standard CNNs to cover the entire input text t x . In the extra-context case, ATTCONV extends the local context window to cover accompanying contexts t y . hidden states of cross-text aligned terms, with local context. We apply ATTCONV to three sentence modeling tasks with variable-size context: a largescale Yelp sentiment classification task (Lin et al., 2017 ) (intra-context, i.e., no additional context), SCITAIL textual entailment (Khot et al., 2018) (single extra-context), and claim verification (Thorne et al., 2018 ) (multiple extra-contexts). ATTCONV outperforms competitive DNNs with and without attention and achieves state-of-the-art on the three tasks.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
• This is the first work that equips convolution filters with the attention mechanism commonly used in RNNs.
• We distinguish and build flexible modulesattention source, attention focus, and attention beneficiary-to greatly advance the expressivity of attention mechanisms in CNNs.
• ATTCONV provides a new way to broaden the originally constrained scope of filters in conventional CNNs. Broader and richer context comes from either external context (i.e., t y ) or the sentence itself (i.e., t x ).
• ATTCONV shows its flexibility and effectiveness in sentence modeling with variablesize context.
Related Work
In this section we discuss attention-related DNNs in NLP, the most relevant work for our paper.
RNNs with Attention
Graves (2013) and Graves et al. (2014) first introduced a differentiable attention mechanism that allows RNNs to focus on different parts of the input. This idea has been broadly explored in RNNs, shown in Figure 2 , to deal with text generation, such as neural machine translation ( Bahdanau et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Libovický and Helcl, 2017) , response generation in social media (Shang et al., 2015) , document reconstruction , and document summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016) ; machine comprehension (Hermann et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2017; Wang and Jiang, 2017; Xiong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017a) ; and sentence relation classification, such as textual entailment (Cheng et al., 2016; Rocktäschel et al., 2016; Wang and Jiang, 2016; Wang et al., 2017b; Chen et al., 2017b) and answer sentence selection (Miao et al., 2016) . We try to explore the RNN-style attention mechanisms in CNNs-more specifically, in convolution.
CNNs with Attention
In NLP, there is little work on attention-based CNNs. Gehring et al. (2017) propose an attentionbased convolutional seq-to-seq model for machine translation. Both the encoder and decoder are hierarchical convolution layers. At the n th layer of the decoder, the output hidden state of a convolution queries each of the encoder-side hidden states, then a weighted sum of all encoder hidden states is added to the decoder hidden state, and finally this updated hidden state is fed to the convolution at layer n + 1. Their attention implementation relies on the existence of a multi-layer convolution structure-otherwise the weighted context from the encoder side could not play a role in the decoder. So essentially their attention is achieved after convolution. In contrast, we aim to modify the vanilla convolution, so that CNNs with attentive convolution can be applied more broadly.
We discuss two systems that are representative of CNNs that implement the attention in pooling (i.e., the convolution is still not affected): Yin et al. (2016) and dos Santos et al. (2016) , illustrated in Figure 3 . Specifically, these two systems work on two input sentences, each with a set of hidden states generated by a convolution layer; then, each sentence will learn a weight for every hidden state by comparing this hidden state with all hidden states in the other sentence; finally, each input sentence obtains a representation by a weighted mean pooling over all its hidden states. The core component-weighted mean poolingwas referred to as "attentive pooling," aiming to yield the sentence representation. In contrast to attentive convolution, attentive pooling does not connect directly the hidden states of cross-text aligned phrases in a fine-grained manner to the final decision making; only the matching scores contribute to the final weighting in mean pooling. This important distinction between attentive convolution and attentive pooling is further discussed in Section 3.3.
Inspired by the attention mechanisms in RNNs, we assume that it is the hidden states of aligned phrases rather than their matching scores that can better contribute to representation learning and decision making. Hence, our attentive convolution differs from attentive pooling in that it uses attended hidden states from extra context (i.e., t y ) or broader-range context within t x to participate in the convolution. In experiments, we will show its superiority.
ATTCONV Model
We use bold uppercase (e.g., H) for matrices; bold lowercase (e.g., h) for vectors; bold lowercase with index (e.g., h i ) for columns of H; and non-bold lowercase for scalars. To start, we assume that a piece of text t (t ∈ {t x , t y }) is represented as a sequence of hidden states h i ∈ R d (i = 1, 2, . . . , |t|), forming feature map H ∈ R d×|t| , where d is the dimensionality of hidden states. Each hidden state h i has its left context l i and right context r i . In concrete CNN systems, contexts l i and r i can cover multiple adjacent hidden states; we set l i = h i−1 and r i = h i+1 for simplicity in the following description.
We now describe light and advanced versions of ATTCONV. Recall that ATTCONVaims to compute a representation for t x in a way that convolution filters encode not only local context, but also attentive context over t y .
Light ATTCONV
Figure 4(a) shows the light version of ATTCONV. It differs in two key points-(i) and (ii)-both from the basic convolution layer that models a single piece of text and from the Siamese CNN that models two text pieces in parallel. (i) A matching function determines how relevant each hidden state in the context t y is to the current hidden state h x i in sentence t x . We then compute an average of the hidden states in the context t y , weighted by the matching scores, to get the attentive context c x i for h Attentive Context. First, a function generates a matching score e i,j between a hidden state in t x and a hidden state in t y by (i) dot product:
or (ii) bilinear form:
(where W e ∈ R d×d ), or (iii) additive projection:
where W e , U e ∈ R d×d and v e ∈ R d . Given the matching scores, the attentive context c x i for hidden state h x i is the weighted average of all hidden states in t y :
We refer to the concatenation of attentive contexts
Attentive Convolution. After attentive context has been computed, a position i in the sentence t x has a hidden state h x i , the left context h x i−1 , the right context h x i+1 , and the attentive context c x i . Attentive convolution then generates the higherlevel hidden state at position i:
where W ∈ R d×4d is the concatenation of
As Equation (6) shows, Equation (5) can be achieved by summing up the results of two separate and parallel convolution steps before the non-linearity. The first is still a standard convolution-without-attention over feature map H x by filter width 3 over the window (
The second is a convolution on the feature map C x (i.e., the attentive context) with filter width 1 (i.e., over each c x i ); then we sum up the 690 role text premise Three firefighters come out of subway station hypothesis Three firefighters putting out a fire inside of a subway station results element-wise and add a bias term and the nonlinearity. This divide-then-compose strategy makes the attentive convolution easy to implement in practice, with no need to create a new feature map, as required in Equation (5), to integrate H x and C x . It is worth mentioning that W 1 ∈ R d×3d corresponds to the filter parameters of a vanilla CNN and the only added parameter here is W 2 ∈ R d×d , which only depends on the hidden size.
This light ATTCONV shows the basic principles of using RNN-style attention mechanisms in convolution. Our experiments show that this light version of ATTCONV-even though it incurs a limited increase of parameters (i.e., W 2 )-works much better than the vanilla Siamese CNN and some of the pioneering attentive RNNs. The following two considerations show that there is space to improve its expressivity.
(i) Higher-level or more abstract representations are required in subsequent layers. We find that directly forwarding the hidden states in t x or t y to the matching process does not work well in some tasks. Pre-learning some more high-level or abstract representations helps in subsequent learning phases.
(ii) Multi-granular alignments are preferred in the interaction modeling between t x and t y . Table 2 shows another example of textual entailment. On the unigram level, "out" in the premise matches with "out" in the hypothesis perfectly, whereas "out" in the premise is contradictory to "inside" in the hypothesis. But their context snippets-"come out" in the premise and "putting out a fire" in the hypothesis-clearly indicate that they are not semantically equivalent. And the gold conclusion for this pair is "neutral" (i.e., the hypothesis is possibly true). Therefore, matching should be conducted across phrase granularities.
We now present advanced ATTCONV. It is more expressive and modular, based on the two foregoing considerations (i) and (ii).
Advanced ATTCONV
Adel and Schütze (2017) distinguish between focus and source of attention. The focus of attention is the layer of the network that is reweighted by attention weights. The source of attention is the information source that is used to compute the attention weights. Adel and Schütze showed that increasing the scope of the attention source is beneficial. It possesses some preliminary principles of the query/key/value distinction by Vaswani et al. (2017) . Here, we further extend this principle to define beneficiary of attention -the feature map (labeled "beneficiary" in Figure 4 (b)) that is contextualized by the attentive context (labeled "attentive context" in Figure 4(b) ). In the light attentive convolutional layer (Figure 4(a) ), the source of attention is hidden states in sentence t x , the focus of attention is hidden states of the context t y , and the beneficiary of attention is again the hidden states of t x ; that is, it is identical to the source of attention.
We now try to distinguish these three concepts further to promote the expressivity of an attentive convolutional layer. We call it "advanced ATTCONV"; see Figure 4 (b). It differs from the light version in three ways: (i) attention source is learned by function f mgran (H x ), feature map H x of t x acting as input; (ii) attention focus is learned by function f mgran (H y ), feature map H y of context t y acting as input; and (iii) attention beneficiary is learned by function f bene (H x ), H x acting as input. Both functions f mgran () and f bene () are based on a gated convolutional function f gconv ():
where i i is a composed representation, denoting a generally defined input phrase [· · · , u i , · · · ] of arbitrary length with u i as the central unigramlevel hidden state, and the gate g i sets a trade-off between the unigram-level input u i and the temporary output o i at the phrase-level. We elaborate these modules in the remainder of this subsection. Attention Source. First, we present a general instance of generating source of attention by function f mgran (H), learning word representations in multi-granular context. In our system, we consider granularities 1 and 3, corresponding to unigram hidden state and trigram hidden state. For the uni-hidden state case, it is a gated convolution layer: h
For the tri-hidden state case:
Finally, the overall hidden state at position i is the concatenation of h uni,i and h tri,i :
that is, f mgran (H x ) = H x mgran . Such a kind of comprehensive hidden state can encode the semantics of multigranular spans at a position, such as "out" and "come out of." Gating here implicitly enables cross-granular alignments in subsequent attention mechanism as it sets highway connections (Srivastava et al., 2015) between the input granularity and the output granularity.
Attention Focus. For simplicity, we use the same architecture for the attention source (just introduced) and for the attention focus, t y (i.e., for the attention focus: f mgran (H y ) = H y mgran ; see Figure 4 (b)). Thus, the focus of attention will participate in the matching process as well as be reweighted to form an attentive context vector. We leave exploring different architectures for attention source and focus for future work.
Another benefit of multi-granular hidden states in attention focus is to keep structure information in the context vector. In standard attention mechanisms in RNNs, all hidden states are average-weighted as a context vector, and the order information is missing. By introducing hidden states of larger granularity into CNNs that keep the local order or structures, we boost the attentive effect.
Attention Beneficiary. In our system, we simply use f gconv () over uni-granularity to learn a more abstract representation over the current hidden representations in H x , so that
Subsequently, the attentive context vector c x i is generated based on attention source feature map f mgran (H x ) and attention focus feature map f mgran (H y ), according to the description of the light ATTCONV. Then attentive convolution is conducted over attention beneficiary feature map f bene (H x ) and the attentive context vectors C x to get a higher-layer feature map for the sentence t x .
Analysis
Compared with the standard attention mechanism in RNNs, ATTCONV has a similar matching func- Yin et al., 2016) ; namely, the weights of the post-convolution pooling layer are determined by attention. These weights come from the matching process between hidden states of two text pieces. However, a weight value is not informative enough to tell the relationships between aligned terms. Consider a textual entailment sentence pair for which we need to determine whether "inside −→ outside" holds. The matching degree (take cosine similarity as example) of these two words is high: for example, ≈ 0.7 in Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) . On the other hand, the matching score between "inside" and "in" is lower: 0.31 in Word2Vec, 0.46 in GloVe. Apparently, the higher number 0.7 does not mean that "outside" is more likely than "in" to be entailed by "inside." Instead, joint representations for aligned phrases [h inside , h outside ], [h inside , h in ] are more informative and enable finer-grained reasoning than a mechanism that can only transmit information downstream by matching scores. We modify the conventional CNN filters so that "inside" can make the entailment decision by looking at the representation of the counterpart term ("outside" or "in") rather than a matching score.
A more damaging property of attentive pooling is the following. Even if matching scores could convey the phrase-level entailment degree to some extent, matching weights, in fact, are not leveraged to make the entailment decision directly; instead, they are used to weight the sum of the output hidden states of a convolution as the global sentence representation. In other words, fine-grained entailment degrees are likely to be lost in the summation of many vectors. This illustrates why attentive context vectors participating in the convolution operation are expected to be more effective than post-convolution attentive pooling (more explanations in §4.3, paragraph "Visualization").
Intra-context attention and extra-context attention. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) depict the modeling of a sentence t x with its context t y . This is a common application of attention mechanism in the literature; we call it extra-context attention. But ATTCONV can also be applied to model a single text input, that is, intra-context attention. Consider a sentiment analysis example: "With the 2017 NBA All-Star game in the books I think we can all agree that this was definitely one to remember. Not because of the three-point shootout, the dunk contest, or the game itself but because of the ludicrous trade that occurred after the festivities." This example contains informative points at different locations ("remember" and "ludicrous"); conventional CNNs' ability to model nonlocal dependency is limited because of fixed-size filter widths. In ATTCONV, we can set t y = t x . The attentive context vector then accumulates all related parts together for a given position. In other words, our intra-context attentive convolution is able to connect all related spans together to form a comprehensive decision. This is a new way to broaden the scope of conventional filter widths: A filter now covers not only the local window, but also those spans that are related, but are beyond the scope of the window.
Comparison to Transformer. 2 The "focus" in ATTCONV corresponds to "key" and "value" in Transformer; that is, our versions of "key" and "value" are the same, coming from the context sentence. The "query" in Transformer corresponds to the "source" and "beneficiary" of ATTCONV; namely, our model has two perspectives to utilize the context: one acts as a real query (i.e., "source") to attend the context, the other (i.e., "beneficiary") takes the attentive con-text back to improve the learned representation of itself. If we reduce ATTCONV to unigram convolutional filters, it is pretty much a single Transformer layer (if we neglect the positional encoding in Transformer and unify the "query-key-value" and "source-focus-beneficiary" mechanisms).
Experiments
We evaluate ATTCONV on sentence modeling in three scenarios: (i) Zero-context, that is, intracontext; the same input sentence acts as t x as well as t y ; (ii) Single-context, that is, textual entailment-hypothesis modeling with a single premise as the extra-context; and (iii) Multiplecontext, namely, claim verification-claim modeling with multiple extra-contexts.
Common Set-up and Common Baselines
All experiments share a common set-up. The input is represented using 300-dimensional publicly available Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) embeddings; out of vocabulary embeddings are randomly initialized. The architecture consists of the following four layers in sequence: embedding, attentive convolution, max-pooling, and logistic regression. The context-aware representation of t x is forwarded to the logistic regression layer. We use AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) for training. Embeddings are fine-tuned during training. Hyperparameter values include: learning rate 0.01, hidden size 300, batch size 50, filter width 3.
All experiments are designed to explore comparisons in three aspects: (i) within ATTCONV, "light" vs. "advanced"; (ii) "attentive convolution" vs. "attentive pooling"/"attention only"; and (iii) "attentive convolution" vs. "attentive RNN".
To this end, we always report "light" and "advanced" ATTCONV performance and compare against five types of common baselines: (i) w/o context; (ii) w/o attention; (iii) w/o convolution: Similar to the Transformer's principle (Vaswani et al., 2017) , we discard the convolution operation in Equation (5) and forward the addition of the attentive context c x i and the h x i into a fully connected layer. To keep enough parameters, we stack in total four layers so that "w/o convolution" has the same size of parameters as light-ATTCONV; (iv) with attention: RNNs with attention and CNNs with attentive pooling; and (v) prior state of the art, typeset in italics. 
Sentence Modeling with Zero-context: Sentiment Analysis
We evaluate sentiment analysis on a Yelp benchmark released by Lin et al. (2017) : review-star pairs in sizes 500K (train), 2,000 (dev), and 2,000 (test). Most text instances in this data set are long: 25%, 50%, 75% percentiles are 46, 81, and 125 words, respectively. The task is five-way classification: 1 to 5 stars. The measure is accuracy. We use this benchmark because the predominance of long texts lets us evaluate the system performance of encoding long-range context, and the system by Lin et al. is directly related to ATTCONV in intra-context scenario. Baselines. (i) w/o attention. Three baselines from Lin et al. (2017) : Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014 ) (unsupervised sentence representation learning), BiLSTM, and CNN. We also reimplement MultichannelCNN (Kim, 2014) , recognized as a simple but surprisingly strong sentence modeler. (ii) with attention. A vanilla "Attentive-LSTM" by Rocktäschel et al. (2016) . "RNN Self-Attention" (Lin et al., 2017 ) is directly comparable to ATTCONV: it also uses intracontext attention. "CNN+internal attention" (Adel and Schütze, 2017) , an intra-context attention idea similar to, but less complicated than, Lin et al. (2017) . ABCNN & APCNN -CNNs with attentive pooling.
Results and Analysis. Table 3 shows that advanced-ATTCONV surpasses its "light" counterpart, and obtains significant improvement over the state of the art. In addition, ATTCONV surpasses attentive pooling (ABCNN&APCNN) with a big margin (>5%) and outperforms the representative attentive-LSTM (>4%).
Furthermore, it outperforms the two selfattentive models: CNN+internal attention (Adel and Schütze, 2017 ) and RNN Self-Attention (Lin et al., 2017) , which are specifically designed for single-sentence modeling. Adel and Schütze (2017) generate an attention weight for each CNN hidden state by a linear transformation of the same hidden state, then compute weighted average over all hidden states as the text representation. Lin et al. (2017) extend that idea by generating a group of attention weight vectors, then RNN hidden states are averaged by those diverse weighted vectors, allowing extracting different aspects of the text into multiple vector representations. Both works are essentially weighted mean pooling, similar to the attentive pooling in Yin et al. (2016) and dos Santos et al. (2016) .
Next, we compare ATTCONV with MultichannelCNN, the strongest baseline system ("w/o attention"), for different length ranges to check whether ATTCONV can really encode long-range context effectively. We sort the 2,000 test instances by length, then split them into 10 groups, each consisting of 200 instances. Figure 5 shows performance of ATTCONV vs. MultichannnelCNN.
We observe that ATTCONV consistently outperforms MultichannelCNN for all lengths. Furthermore, the improvement over MultichannelCNN generally increases with length. This is evidence that ATTCONV more effectively models long text. This is likely because of ATTCONV's capability to encode broader context in its filters.
Sentence Modeling with a Single Context: Textual Entailment
Data Set. SCITAIL (Khot et al., 2018 ) is a textual entailment benchmark designed specifically for a real-world task: multi-choice question answering. All hypotheses t x were obtained by rephrasing (question, correct answer) pairs into single sentences, and premises t y are relevant Web sentences retrieved by an information retrieval method. Then the task is to determine whether a hypothesis is true or not, given a premise as context. All (t x , t y ) pairs are annotated via crowdsourcing. Accuracy is reported. Table 1 shows examples and Table 4 gives statistics. By this construction, a substantial performance improvement on SCITAIL is equivalent to a better QA performance (Khot et al., 2018) . The hypothesis t x is the target sentence, and the premise t y acts as its context.
Baselines. Apart from the common baselines (see Section 4.1), we include systems covered by Khot et al. (2018) : (i) n-gram Overlap: An overlap baseline, considering lexical granularity such as unigrams, one-skip bigrams, and oneskip trigrams. (ii) Decomposable Attention Model (Decomp-Att) (Parikh et al., 2016) : Explore attention mechanisms to decompose the task into subtasks to solve in parallel. (iii) Enhanced LSTM (Chen et al., 2017b) : Enhance LSTM by taking into account syntax and semantics from parsing information. (iv) DGEM (Khot et al., 2018) : A decomposed graph entailment model, the current state-of-the-art. Table 5 presents results on SCITAIL. (i) Within ATTCONV, "advanced" beats "light" by 1.1%; (ii) "w/o convolution" and attentive pooling (i.e., ABCNN & APCNN) get lower performances by 3%-4%; (iii) More complicated attention mechanisms equipped into LSTM (e.g., "attentive-LSTM" and "enhanced-LSTM") perform even worse.
Error Analysis. To better understand the ATTCONV in SCITAIL, we study some error cases listed in Table 6 .
Language conventions. Pair #1 uses sequential commas (i.e., in "the egg, larva, pupa, and adult") or a special symbol sequence (i.e., in "egg −> larva −> pupa −> adult") to form a set or sequence; pair #2 has "A (or B)" to express the equivalence of A and B. This challenge is expected to be handled by DNNs with specific training signals.
Knowledge beyond the text t y . In #3, "because smaller amounts of water evaporate in the cool morning" cannot be inferred from the premise t y directly. The main challenge in #4 is to distinguish "weight" from "force," which requires background physical knowledge that is beyond the presented text here and beyond the expressivity of word embeddings.
Complex discourse relation. The premise in #5 has an "or" structure. In #6, the inserted phrase "with about 16,000 species" makes the connection between "nonvascular plants" and "the mosses, liverworts, and hornworts" hard to detect. Both instances require the model to decode the discourse relation.
ATTCONV on SNLI. Table 7 shows the comparison. We observe that: (i) classifying hypotheses without looking at premises, that is, "w/o context" baseline, results in a large improvement over the "majority baseline." This verifies the strong bias in the hypothesis construction of the SNLI data set (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018) . (ii) ATTCONV (advanced) surpasses # (Premise t y , Hypothesis t x ) Pair G/P Challenge 1 (t y ) These insects have 4 life stages, the egg, larva, pupa, and adult. 1/0 language conventions (t x ) The sequence egg −> larva −> pupa −> adult shows the life cycle of some insects.
2
(t y ) . . . the notochord forms the backbone (or vertebral column). 1/0 language conventions (t x ) Backbone is another name for the vertebral column.
3
(t y ) Water lawns early in the morning . . . prevent evaporation. 1/0 beyond text (t x ) Watering plants and grass in the early morning is a way to conserve water because smaller amounts of water evaporate in the cool morning.
4
(t y ) . . . the SI unit . . . for force is the Newton (N) and is defined as (kg·m/s −2 ). 0/1 beyond text (t x ) Newton (N) is the SI unit for weight.
5
(t y ) Heterotrophs get energy and carbon from living plants or animals (consumers) or from dead organic matter (decomposers). 0/1 discourse relation (t x ) Mushrooms get their energy from decomposing dead organisms.
6
(t y ) . . . are a diverse assemblage of three phyla of nonvascular plants, with 1/0 discourse relation about 16,000 species, that includes the mosses, liverworts, and hornworts. (t x ) Moss is best classified as a nonvascular plant. (Mou et al., 2016) 3.5M 82.1 NES (Munkhdalai and Yu, 2017) 6.3M 84.8 with attention
Attentive-LSTM (Rocktäschel) 250K 83.5 Self-Attentive (Lin et al., 2017) 95M 84.4 Match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang) 1.9M 86.1 LSTMN (Cheng et al., 2016) 3.4M 86.3 Decomp-Att (Parikh) 580K 86.8 Enhanced LSTM (Chen et al., 2017b) 7.7M 88.6 ABCNN (Yin et al., 2016) 834K 83.7 APCNN (dos Santos et al., 2016) 360K 83.9 ATTCONV -light 360K 86.3 w/o convolution 360K 84.9 ATTCONV -advanced 900K 87.8 State-of-the-art (Peters et al., 2018) 8M 88.7 all "w/o attention" baselines and "with attention" CNN baselines (i.e., attentive pooling), obtaining a performance (87.8%) that is close to the state of the art (88.7%).
We also report the parameter size in SNLI as most baseline systems did. Table 7 shows that, in comparison to these baselines, our ATTCONV (light and advanced) has a more limited number of parameters, yet its performance is competitive.
Visualization. In Figure 6 , we visualize the attention mechanisms explored in attentive convolution ( Figure 6(a) ) and attentive pooling ( Figure 6(b) ).
Figure 6(a) explores the visualization of two kinds of features learned by light ATTCONV in SNLI data set (most are short sentences with rich phrase-level reasoning): (i) e i,j in Equation (1) (after softmax), which shows the attention distribution over context t y by the hidden state h x i in sentence t x ; (ii) h x i,new in Equation (5) for i = 1, 2, · · · , |t x |; it shows the contextaware word features in t x . By the two visualized features, we can identify which parts of the context t y are more important for a word in sentence t x , and a max-pooling, over those contextdriven word representations, selects and forwards dominant (word, left context , right context , att context ) combinations to the final decision maker.
Figure 6(a) shows the features 3 of sentence t x = "A dog jumping for a Frisbee in the snow" conditioned on the context t y = "An animal is outside in the cold weather, playing with a plastic toy." Observations: (i) The right figure shows that the attention mechanism successfully aligns some cross-sentence phrases that are informative to the textual entailment problem, such as "dog" to "animal" (i.e., c x dog ≈ "animal"), "Frisbee" to "plastic toy" and "playing" (i.e., c x F risbee ≈ "plastic toy"+"playing"); (ii) The left figure shows a max-pooling over the generated features of filter_1 and filter_2 will focus on the contextaware phrases (A, dog, jumping, c x dog ) and (a, (b) Attention visualization for attentive pooling (ABCNN). Based on the words in t x and t y , first, a convolution layer with filter width 3 outputs hidden states for each sentence, then each hidden state will obtain an attention weight for how well this hidden state matches towards all the hidden states in the other sentence, and finally all hidden states in each sentence will be weighted and summed up as the sentence representation. This visualization shows that the spans "dog jumping for" and "in the snow" in t x and the spans "animal is outside" and "in the cold" in t y are most indicative to the entailment reasoning. Frisbee, in, c x F risbee ) respectively; the two phrases are crucial to the entailment reasoning for this (t y , t x ) pair.
Figure 6(b) shows the phrase-level (i.e., each consecutive trigram) attentions after the convolution operation. As Figure 3 shows, a subsequent pooling step will weight and sum up those phraselevel hidden states as an overall sentence representation. So, even though some phrases such as "in the snow" in t x and "in the cold" in t y show importance in this pair instance, the final sentence representation still (i) lacks a fine-grained phraseto-phrase reasoning, and (ii) underestimates some indicative phrases such as "A dog" in t x and "An animal" in t y .
Briefly, attentive convolution first performs phrase-to-phrase, inter-sentence reasoning, then composes features; attentive pooling composes phrase features as sentence representations, then performs reasoning. Intuitively, attentive convolution better fits the way humans conduct entailment reasoning, and our experiments validate its superiority-it is the hidden states of the aligned phrases rather than their matching scores that support better representation learning and decision-making. The comparisons in both SCITAIL and SNLI show that:
• CNNs with attentive convolution (i.e., ATTCONV) outperform the CNNs with attentive pooling (i.e., ABCNN and APCNN); • Some competitors got over-tuned on SNLI while demonstrating mediocre performance in SCITAIL-a real-world NLP task. Our system ATTCONV shows its robustness in both benchmark data sets.
Sentence Modeling with Multiple Contexts: Claim Verification
Data Set. For this task, we use FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018) ; it infers the truthfulness of claims by extracted evidence. The claims in FEVER were manually constructed from the introductory sections of about 50K popular Wikipedia articles in the June 2017 dump. Claims have 9.4 tokens on average. Table 8 lists the claim statistics. In addition to claims, FEVER also provides a Wikipedia corpus of approximately 5.4 million articles, from which gold evidences are gathered and provided. Figure 7 shows the distributions of sentence sizes in FEVER's ground truth evidence set (i.e., the context size in our experimental set-up). We can see that roughly 28% of evidence instances cover more than one sentence and roughly 16% cover more than two sentences.
Each claim is labeled as SUPPORTED, RE-FUTED, or NOTENOUGHINFO (NEI) given the gold evidence. The standard FEVER task also explores the performance of evidence extraction, evaluated by F 1 between extracted evidence and gold evidence. This work focuses on the claim entailment part, assuming the evidences are provided (extracted or gold). More specifically, we treat a claim as t x , and its evidence sentences as context t y . This task has two evaluations: (i) ALLaccuracy of claim verification regardless of the validness of evidence; (ii) SUBSET-verification accuracy of a subset of claims, in which the gold evidence for SUPPORTED and REFUTED claims must be fully retrieved. We use the official evaluation toolkit. 4 Set-ups. (i) We adopt the same retrieved evidence set (i.e, contexts t y ) as Thorne et al. (2018) : top-5 most relevant sentences from top-5 retrieved wiki pages by a document retriever (Chen et al., 2017a) . The quality of this evidence set against the ground truth is: 44.22 (recall), 10.44 (precision), 16.89 (F 1 ) on dev, and 45.89 (recall), 10.79 (precision), 17.47 (F 1 ) on test. This set-up challenges our system with potentially unrelated or even misleading context. (ii) We use the ground truth evidence as context. This lets us determine how far our ATTCONV can go for this claim verification problem once the accurate evidence is given.
Baselines. We first include the two systems explored by Thorne et al. (2018) : (i) MLP: A multilayer perceptron baseline with a single hidden layer, based on tf-idf cosine similarity between the claim and the evidence (Riedel et al., 2017) ; (ii) Decomp-Att (Parikh et al., 2016): A decomposable attention model that is tested in SCITAIL and SNLI before. Note that both baselines first relied on an information retrieval system to extract the top-5 relevant sentences from the retrieved top-5 wiki pages as evidence for claims, then concatenated all evidence sentences as a longer context for a claim. We then consider two variants of our ATTCONV in dealing with modeling of t x with variable-size context t y . (i) Context-wise: we first use all evidence sentences one by one as context t y to guide the representation learning of the claim t x , generating a group of context-aware representation vectors for the claim, then we do element-wise max-pooling over this vector group as the final representation of the claim. (ii) Context-conc: concatenate all evidence sentences as a single piece of context, then model the claim based on this context. This is the same preprocessing step as Thorne et al. (2018) 
Results. Table 9 compares our ATTCONV in different set-ups against the baselines. First, ATTCONV surpasses the top competitor "Decomp-Att," reported in Thorne et al. (2018) , with big margins in dev (ALL: 62.26 vs. 52.09) and test (ALL: 61.03 vs. 50.91). In addition, "advanced-ATTCONV" consistently outperforms its "light" counterpart. Moreover, ATTCONV surpasses attentive pooling (i.e., ABCNN & APCNN) and "attentive-LSTM" by >10% in ALL, >6% in SUB and >8% in "gold evi." Figure 8 further explores the fine-grained performance of ATTCONV for different sizes of gold evidence (i.e., different sizes of context t y ). The system shows comparable performances for sizes 1 and 2. Even for context sizes larger than 5, it only drops by 5%. These experiments on claim verification clearly show the effectiveness of ATTCONV in sentence modeling with variable-size context. This should be attributed to the attention mechanism in ATTCONV, which enables a word or a phrase in the claim t x to "see" and accumulate all related clues even if those clues are scattered across multiple contexts t y .
Error Analysis. We do error analysis for "retrieved evidence" scenario.
Error case #1 is due to the failure of fully retrieving all evidence. For example, a successful support of the claim "Weekly Idol has a host born in the year 1978" requires the information composition from three evidence sentences, two from the wiki article "Weekly Idol," and one from "Jeong Hyeong-don." However, only one of them is retrieved in the top-5 candidates. Our system predicts REFUTED. This error is more common in instances for which no evidence is retrieved.
Error case #2 is due to the insufficiency of representation learning. Consider the wrong claim "Corsica belongs to Italy" (i.e., in REFUTED class). Even though good evidence is retrieved, the system is misled by noise evidence: "It is located . . . west of the Italian Peninsula, with the nearest land mass being the Italian island . . . ".
Error case #3 is due to the lack of advanced data preprocessing. For a human, it is very easy to "refute" the claim "Telemundo is an English-language television network" by the evidence "Telemundo is an American Spanish-language terrestrial television . . . " (from the "Telemundo" wikipage), by checking the keyphrases: "Spanish-language" vs. "English-language." Unfortunately, both tokens are unknown words in our system; as a result, 699 they do not have informative embeddings. A more careful data preprocessing is expected to help.
Summary
We presented ATTCONV, the first work that enables CNNs to acquire the attention mechanism commonly used in RNNs. ATTCONV combines the strengths of CNNs with the strengths of the RNN attention mechanism. On the one hand, it makes broad and rich context available for prediction, either context from external inputs (extra-context) or internal inputs (intra-context). On the other hand, it can take full advantage of the strengths of convolution: It is more ordersensitive than attention in RNNs and local-context information can be powerfully and efficiently modeled through convolution filters. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of ATTCONV when modeling sentences with variable-size context.
